SPECIAL $100,000 PENTAGON REPORT

In 2002, the National Academics of Sciences issued a study Abrupt Climate
Change's Inevitable Surprises. According to Linda Moulton Howe, world
researcher and science investigator, Andrew Marshall, Director of the Defense
Department Office of National Assessment, asked, “Suppose the abrupt
(climate change) guys are right? What would happen?”

Pentagon official, WW II generation and wise 82-year old Andrew
Marshall authorized the $100,000 Pentagon report. He is not the only one
worried. Senior scientist David Cavalier of NASA's Goddard Space Flight
Center, in spite of numerous unsure factors involving complex ocean systems, acknowledges that dire facts do suggest that the changes we're seeing in the Arctic could potentially affect currents that warm Western Europe, and that has gotten a lot of people concerned.
On January 30, 2004, the maestro Whitley Strieber wrote a piece entitled Major Media Finally Gets Into It, and it can't be said any better. Go
to www.unknowncountry.com/news/?id=3517. According to a NASA
satellite report, the North polar region is warming at a rate of at least 2
deg per decade. This little report augments prior warnings made by sea
captains, both civilian and military, Inuit natives and old Cold War submarine records. We were so lucky in 2004 to have a host of varying people
and groups networking to tell us news about the strange misgivings of our
Arctic environment.
Dr. Ruth and William Curry and colleagues at the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute based in Cape Cod, Massachusetts, are basically at
the forefront that say global warming can, believe it or not, trigger a cooling in the Northern Hemisphere. They abandon the long-term rising heat
scenario.
They expect a scenario of dwindling food and major European cities
plunging into a Siberian-type climate. I encourage you to read the Septem-

ber 2002 issue of Discover magazine.
They are in disharmony with such noted scientists as Andre Berger and
Marie-France Loutre of the Catholic University of Louvain and other scientists. For them, a return to frigid temperatures is unlikely for another
70,000 years. What makes matters worse is the amount of carbon dioxide
in the air, which stands about one third more than during any recent interglacial. On Sunday, February 22, 2004, the $100,000 secret report left
the secret world, as it was “leaked” to The Observer in London and Fortune
Magazine in the U.S. for news releases. The once-secret report stressed
climate change over the next 20 years that could result in catastrophic
cataclysms of people's lives in natural disasters AND wars. It took time to
report a future of critical dwindling food, water, and energy supplies.
Once again, warfare would define human life. David Sipp, ace reporter
for Fortune wrote a 2574 word report the radical climate change could be
“the mother of all national security issues.” In essence, a synopsis can be
compiled from “both leaks” and the candid Pentagon report. The rising
heat index may be pushing the climate to a tipping point. Note, I use the
word may. The central core is that violent storms, such as hurricanes, as
they become increasingly common initiate dramatic changes in life-styles
to what we are accustomed to.
There is the danger the old Gulf Stream falters or weakens so much,
that in turn it may lead to an even more grave turn of events. The Gulf
Stream oceanic current, with a strength 100 times the amount of water of
all the rivers of the world combined, normally pumps warm tropic water
from the Gulf of Mexico throughout the North Atlantic Ocean.
Once it collapses, people in western Europe will see their weather
change dramatically. People on this side of the Atlantic would also see
changes, but less dramatic.

